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Synopsis In order to address this subject further and to assess progress in the examination of animal origins and transitions, an international group of scientists was convened at the Society for Comparative Biology meeting in January 2007.

Introduction
‘‘That theory is worthless. It isn’t even wrong!’’
Wolfgang Pauli

The origin of multicellular animals is one of those
difficult and delicate biological problems. Many ideas
have been proffered and many hypotheses have been
tested with respect to the subject. In order to address
this subject further and to assess progress in the
examination of animal origins and transitions, an
international group of scientists was convened at the
Society for Comparative Biology meetings in January
of 2007. The meeting sought to bring together experts
in many areas of research on the origin of multicellular
animals from a variety of biological perspectives. In the
SICB symposium ‘‘Key Transitions in Animal
Evolution’’ the current views on old and new debates
of important concepts were presented, discussed and
evaluated. In order to put the papers delivered in this
symposium into context some background information is presented in this introduction.

Animals and Bauplans
‘‘All animals are equal, but some animals are more
equal than others.’’
George Orwell

Multicellular animals (metazoans) almost certainly
derive from a cum grano salis ‘‘single’’ celled protozoan
ancestor. Metazoa—by definition—harbor more than
one somatic cell type and can be classified into basal (or
diploblastic) and derived (or triploblastic) groups. These
groups differ by the existence of three (triploblasts) or
two germ layers only (diploblasts). It is generally accepted
that triploblasts derive from a diploblastic ancestor,
implying that multicellular animals evolved from simple
to more complex (anagenetic evolution). The basal

(diploblastic) metazoans consist of sponges, placozoans,
cnidarians, and ctenophores. The higher (derived
triploblastic) metazoan groups are represented by two
lines which differ by the fate of the blastoporus. In
the Deuterostomia lineage the blastoporus becomes the
anus of the adult, in the Protostomia the blastoporus
becomes the mouth of the adult. Because of the definition
of ventral and dorsal according to the position of the
final mouth, Protostomia and Deuterostomia represent
opposite dorsal-ventral Bauplans and endogenous versus
exogenous skeleton systems.
The above transitions from single celled to multicellular, from diploblastic to triploblastic, and from
protostomic to deuterostomic are—despite substantial efforts—not yet understood. To set the stage, the
plenary paper presented by Pearse and Voigt (2007),
discussed information on the involvement of
Placozoa in key transitions in animal evolution.
Quite interestingly, before we ask the question how
Bauplan x got transformed into Bauplan y one may
well ask ‘‘what is a Bauplan?’’ This important
question was addressed by Extavour, et al. (2007)
and Holland et al. (2007). In addition, the diploblast-triploblast grouping is discussed in detail in the
papers by Boero et al. (2007) and Ball et al. (2007).
In departures from discussions on transition from
one body plan to another, Blackstone (2007),
Plachetzki & Oakley (2007) presented information
on physiological transitions in the evolution of basal
metazoans and Jacobs et al. (2007) presented
information on the evolution of nervous systems.

Comparative and evolutionary
biology of early metazoans
‘‘It is better to know some of the questions than
all of the answers.’’
James Thurber

From the symposium ‘‘Key Transitions in Animal Evolution’’ presented at the annual meeting of the Society for Integrative and Comparative
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Molecular systematics and EvoDevo research
have provided the tools to examine in more depth
the above key transitions in Bauplan in animal
evolution. In principal, generation of phylogenetic
trees and resolving the genetics of developmental
pathways should together shed light on these key
evolutionary events. At present, however, large data
sets from both areas have provided conflicting
scenarios and left open some very fundamental and
crucial questions. The newer information has,
however, crystallized key questions in animal transitions in the tree of life. What key innovations are
relevant to the nature of the first animals? How have
animal characteristics evolved since their origin?
How do major changes in Bauplan relate to genetic
changes? How can we best utilize such knowledge?
These are a few of the questions that can be
illuminated by comparative and evolutionary studies
of animals; however, the most intensively studied
systems represent relatively derived animals with
derived characteristics. Yet basal diploblastic organisms have been widely under-represented and thus
both the very origin of metazoan organization as well
as the divergence of higher (triploblastic) animal
organization are still subject of poorly supported
speculations. Most recent evidence supports a
basal position for Placozoa (Dellaporta et al. 2006),
a possible sister-group relationship between
Ctenophora and triploblasts (Bilateria), and derived
dead-end positions for sponges and cnidarians,
which include some of the best-studied basal
metazoans (Collins et al. 2005). Outgroup definition
and basal character states have a decisive influence
on interpretations of character-state changes
throughout the evolution of multicellular animals.
The symposium papers addressing these issues
include Pearse and Voigt (2007) Schierwater and
DeSalle (2007) or in the context of choanoflagellates
and sponges Lavrov (2007). Placing the question in a
temporal context is important as shown by Collins
and Cartwright (2007).

Genomes and development
‘‘You could throw a whole genome at some
problems and they will still probably be
unresolved.’’
Max Telford

The rapidly increasing number of whole-genome
projects has intensified the model system and
research in molecular systematics. Genomic features
require a comparative framework to be understood,
and thus the choice of the right model organisms
becomes particularly crucial (Martindale 2005).
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Genes require a comparative classification and
when animal genomes are sequenced, homologs
need be assigned to various classes with some
certainty (Copley et al. 2004). The interpretation of
‘‘gene homologs’’ has been a hot subject of debate
and different researchers use crucial terms like
‘‘anterior/posterior and oral/aboral’’ in different,
and interpretive ways (e.g., Abouheif 1999; Finnerty
2003), leading to conflicting views sometimes
stemming from the same (or similar) data set(s)
(Kamm et al. 2006; Chourout et al. 2006; Ryan et al.
2007). Great expectations derived from the study
of Antp-class genes to unravel the evolution of
axes formation, and thus the basic Bauplan for
all major metazoan groups (e.g., Deutsch and
Mouchel-Vielh 2003). While there is no doubt
that regulatory developmental genes have played
a major role in the key transitions in Bauplan
evolution and will be crucial for unraveling evolutionary pathways of these transitions, these genetic
data suffer from homology assessment problems.
Yet these studies have fueled at least as many
controversies as they have solved original questions.
Not even the paradigm of homology of Hox
genes between diploblasts and triploblasts has withstood experimental investigation as discussed by
Schierwater and DeSalle (2007) in this issue. In this
context the role of gene duplications has become a
hot and controversial issue, as presented by Günter
Wagner.

Summary
‘‘You can observe a lot just by watchin’.’’
Yogi Berra

Understanding the changes that occurred at the
base of the metazoan branch of the tree of life is all
about ‘‘watchin’’; but ‘‘watchin’’ what? During the
proceedings of this symposium attendees were
directed to ‘‘watch’’ a lot of things and we hope
that the SICB symposium on Key Transitions in
Animal Evolution and the papers generated from the
symposium contribute to the observational richness
on the metazoan branch of the tree of life. Through
the papers delivered and the discussions that were
generated as a response to the papers during the
symposium, it is clear that many of the questions
relevant to this part of the tree of life have not been
answered and some have not even been addressed.
However, the more we observe (watch) about this
question, the richer our understanding becomes and
more importantly the more well defined our
questions and hypotheses become.
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